A&P 2-Semester Differentiation Guide

Most readable and accessible book in the market.
- **Learn, Practice, Assess** Learning outcomes and assessment are woven into the chapter as pedagogy.
- **Figure questions** allow additional assessment for the student.
- **Inner Connections** at the end of systems chapters conceptually link the highlighted body system to every other system.
- **Reconnect icons** refer students to foundational knowledge covered earlier in the textbook.

Deep integration of Anatomy and Physiology within chapters. Authors are careful to explain both form and function.
- **Concept Overview figures.** Eye-popping visuals (usually more than two pages) bring key concepts together in one complete visual summary.
  
  TOTALLY unique in the market!
- **Concept Connections.** Short summaries within the narrative that remind students of critical foundational knowledge (they may have forgotten) or preview upcoming concepts.
- **Learning Strategies.** Everyday analogies and practical advice to remember and connect material/concepts.

Saladin is known for his storytelling writing style. His story eloquently covers the core science, clinical applications, the history of medicine and evolution of the human body in an engaging way.
- Saladin set the standard for realistic, eye-popping artwork in A&P.
- **Brushing Up** hints begin chapters. These hints ensure students have the foundational knowledge to succeed in the chapter.
- Every chapter includes expected **Learning Outcomes and Assess Your Learning Outcomes** (at end of chapter), which are also tagged to questions in Connect.

Seeley’s Learning System teaches students how to think. Pedagogical elements build student comprehension and walk them through Bloom’s levels to higher order thinking skills.
- **Critical thinking** is a hallmark of this text. Features such as ‘Predict’ questions require much more than rote memorization.
- **Clinical Coverage,** (No other text has more!) Features include Clinical Impact boxes, chapter opening clinical scenarios, Clinical Genetics essays and Diseases & Disorders tables.
- **Fundamental Figures** are tied to interactive questions in Connect.
- **Newly enhanced,** realistic art program brings this updated edition of Seeley’s Anatomy & Physiology to life.

For more information on A&P, contact your Learning Technology Representative bit.ly/MyMheRep